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When other dog owners talk about the expenses of having a puppy, they mean dog 
food, treats, vet visits, grooming, etc. These can run up to the tens or even hundreds of 
dollars and of course I have those amounts to pay. 
 
 
    When I discuss my Riva Expenses, however, I am talking about fences, yard pavers, 
and restored plantings, and we are talking about thousands of dollars! Of course I love 
her and she is worth every penny, but - I do hope that the major improvements I am 
making right now will hold us for the rest of our mutual lives! 
 
    More specifically, I have had to do the following, each of which I will illustrate with 
photos, below: 
 
    1) Had the 4' picket fence along my sidewalk replaced with a 5' stockade fence. The 
reason? Riva is such a good jumper that she could almost reach the top of the fence, 
thus endangering herself. Also, being on a corner near a major roadway, we get a lot of 
foot and vehicle traffic including trucks, bikes, motorcycles, baby carriages, etc., and 
Riva feels it is her duty to greet and/or chase away everyone going by, and this is not 
universally appreciated! The good news is that the new fence works like a charm! Not 
only is Riva safe, but so are the passers-by, and our outdoor life is much calmer. Also, I 
am enjoying the increased privacy and noise abatement. So total success! 
 
    2) Took on the major DIY project of replacing the small lawn area that Riva destroyed 
(running and digging), with pavers, topsoil, and tough groundcovers. The 15" square 
pavers went down quite easily, and I managed to space them evenly as well, so I was 
very pleased with myself. Oh foolish me! That was the easy part! Digging out the 
remaining grass (mostly zoysia which is very tenacious) and weeds, spreading topsoil, 
and planting the groundcovers is tough, exhausting, and slow-going and will probably 
take me at least a month. The groundcovers I am trying out include several varieties 
each of low-growing thyme, sempervivums (hens and chicks), and low sedum, all of 
which are supposed to tolerate foot traffic. This is an experiment to see what, if any, 
survives, since foot traffic and paw traffic are very different affairs! So I can't yet call this 
a success - or a failure! 
 
    3) Ordered quite a few tough perennials such as daylilies, hostas (the minis, which 
are very cute),and lavenders, to replace those that Riva destroyed as she trampled her 
favorite paths through the yard. Needless to say, I will leave those paths unplanted, but 
will try to fill in other areas to hide and mask the damage. Those are awaiting planting 
but have at least been potted up while they wait. 
 



    4) This one is not quite Riva's fault, but sort of! I had my massive, old pear tree taken 
down from the middle of the yard and replaced with a lovely little Japanese red maple. 
My reasons were that the tree was looking bad, getting rust, but still dropping seemingly 
hundreds of inedible pears, which Riva would try to eat so I had to clean up daily. My 
research told me that the tree was older than the typical pear tree lifespan and probably 
on it's last leg. I thought I would be sentimental since it had been here for the 55 years 
that we've been in the house, but I was so glad to have no more pears that I was fine! I 
do miss hanging my 5 or 6 planters on the branches, but so be it. I am in love with my 
new maple, which has leafed out beautifully. So I consider this another total success! 
 
    Well, life brings change, and I have certainly had my fill. Please see the slides to 
further appreciate what has been going on! 
 

 

 

 

                           

 


